
6.5 (Jim Horner)  This response takes the hard-won tools our researcher developed for 
the previous exercise and puts them to work for an entire troop of gorillas.  The result 
is another, even more complex spatio-temporal mapping, but one which is 
astonishingly clear. The diagram “A Look at Space Over Time” on the last page is 
exceptional in that it demonstrates exactly why one would take such data as well as 
how one might easily, effectively re-present it in a way that makes its points 
immediately apparent.  This final diagram provides a remarkable window into not 
just the space use of this family, not just the movements of each individual over time, 
but how this information clues us in to their relationships with each other – who is 
frequently found together, who is basically avoiding the other, and who basically has 
the freedom to move wherever they want, whenever they want. Whether you were a 
therapist, an interior designer/architect, or a Martian interested in the behavior of a 
native Earth species, this resultant insights about a family living like this could be 
invaluable. 
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Jim Hornor

10.06.09

10:33 am - 11:30 am

Lincoln Park Zoo, 

Regenstein Center 

Focus on the environment of the same animal you studied last week. Create a spacio-temporal 
map of how the environment is used by all of its inhabitants. Create quadrants or other topo-
graphical techniques to break down space into roughly comparable units. Observe and track 
movement through the space to see how it is used. Note timing, sequences, and durations 
of occupancy. May be helpful to note activities individuals are engaged in at each data point. 
Watch how space itself constrains the possibilities of how individuals use and move through it.

We started watching the troop earlier today by about an hour. I actually got to see them come 
enter the habitat. It was a really interesting thing to see mostly because it took a long time for 
bulera to come out and it caused a bit of a stir. Kwan waited at the entrance for her and kept 
checking at the entrance. I found this kind of surprising since I had only really ever seen him be 
attentive towards Amare. Amare and Medini also were affected and waited with Kwan. Kowali 
on the other hand went and got food from outside and ate. I just feel like i can never stop 
learning about their dynamics. As soon as I feel like I have something figured out one of them 
does something to totally contradict it.  

This diagram will be used in the remainder of the report and is a rough sketch of the space and 
is not meant to be accurate in terms of exact proportions. 

Week 5: Spacio-Temporal Mapping 2

I. Assignment

II. The stage

III. Observations

Gray shapes 
represent structures 
like trees, stumps, 
and bamboo polls.

Amare 

Bulera

Kowali

Kwan

Medini
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10:33 am

Amare: sitting on ground by left exit to out-
side

Bulera: eating on front nest platform

Kowali: eating in left doorway between inside 
and out

Kwan: sitting on large log looking around 
enclosure

Medini: eating on back nest platform

10:36 am

Amare: eating on ground beside tree

Bulera: eating on front nest platform

Kowali: outside

Kwan: eating on low log

Medini: eating on back nest platform
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10:39 am

Amare: eating on ground by keeper area

Bulera: eating midway up tree

Kowali: eating in back right corner

Kwan: eating on top of left keeper area

Medini: eating on back nest platform

Amare: eating on top of right platform

Bulera: eating in tree

Kowali: outside

Kwan: sitting on top of left keeper area

Medini: eating on back nest platform

10:41 am
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10:43 am

Amare: outside

Bulera: sitting on front nest platform

Kowali: outside

Kwan: moving from back of enclosure to front

Medini: eating in top of tree
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10:45 am

Amare: sitting midway up tree

Bulera: eating on front nest platform

Kowali: eating in right hammock

Kwan: eating on low log

Medini: eating 
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10:48 am

Amare: sitting midway up tree looking around

Bulera: eating in front nest ledge

Kowali: eating in hammock

Kwan: sitting on low log eating

Medini: sitting in top of tree looking around

Amare

Medini
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10:50 am

Amare: sitting in small tree looking around

Bulera: eating in front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock looking around

Kwan: eating on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down in back nest ledge

10:53 am

Amare: sitting midway up tree looking around

Bulera: sitting on front nest platform watching

Kowali: sitting in right hammock looking 
around

Kwan: eating pellets and looking around on 
top of keeper area

Medini: Laying down on back nest platform
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10:55 am

Amare: sitting in small tree looking around

Bulera: eating in front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock looking around

Kwan: eating on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down in back nest ledge
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10:57 am

Amare: sitting midway up tree looking around

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock looking around

Kwan: laying on side on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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10:59 am

11:01 am

Amare: sitting midway up tree looking around

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock looking around

Kwan: laying on side on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge

Amare: sitting midway up tree looking around

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock looking around

Kwan: sitting on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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11:03 am

Amare: sitting midway up tree looking around

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock looking around

Kwan: sitting on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge

11:05 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: sitting on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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11:05 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: sitting on top of keeper area

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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11:07 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: sitting on top of keeper area looking 
over ledge at something of interest

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge



Behavioral Observation : Jim Hornor

11:09 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: sitting on top of keeper area looking 
over ledge at something of interest

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge

11:11 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on top of keeper area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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11:13 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on top of keeper area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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11:15 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on top of keeper area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge

11:19 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on side top of keeper area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge



Behavioral Observation : Jim Hornor

11:23 am

11:26 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on side on  top of keeper area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on on back on top of keeper 
area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge
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11:28 am

Amare: sitting in hammock with Kowali

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: sitting in hammock with Amare

Kwan: laying on on back on top of keeper 
area 

Medini: laying down on back nest ledge

11:30 am

Amare: sitting in hammock

Bulera: laying down on front nest ledge

Kowali: gets out of hammock and sits 2 ft 
away on a branch before dropping to ground

Kwan: moves from platform to midway up tree

Medini: moves from nest platform to small tree



Behavioral Observation : Jim Hornor

IV. Summary

10:33 am to 11:30 am
Although movement through the space was limited this week, there definitely seemed to 
be some patterns that emerged in regards to space and how it is used by the troop. What 
seemed to have most meaning (besides individuals having certain areas that seemed to serve 
as a home base) is vertical distance as opposed to horizontal distance.

Outside 
For foraging for food. Since my observation has begun I have not witnessed an individual 
outside and not looking for food. Once they get the food they return indoors. What is unclear 
is if this is due to the season, the time of day I watch, or is the norm for all times of day.

Ground 
For finding food and quicker movement between locations. It is also how individuals  access 
the outdoors. For short durations some troop members also sit and watch from the ground, 
although this happened very little during this observation. Kwan and Kowali have been 
observed lying on the ground the most. Amare lies on the ground only when with Kowali. 
Medini does on occasion but seems to prefer being off the ground. Bulera has yet to be 
observed lying on the ground. Before this week, Kwan was seen spending almost all of his time 
on the ground. It seemed to be his domain.

Off the ground 
Low to mid range (high stumps, lower levels of tree, platforms, hammocks) are used for eating, 
watching and laying. The predominance of eating happens at this level. Amare, Kowali, and 
Kwan (this week) also seem to like this area of general sitting/watching and laying down/
resting. Kwan spent a majority of this time as this level which was a shift in behavior. Before 
this point he spent most of time on the ground. A zoo researcher suggested that this was due 
to the cooler weather and that being higher up is warmer than being on the ground. Its an 
interesting theory. Will definitely be paying attention to this in coming weeks.

High range (nest platforms and top of tree) are primarily used by Medini and Bulera for eating 
and laying/resting. In particular Bulera spends a majority of her time on the nest platforms.

Individual Spaces 
After weeks of observation, and paying particular attention to it during this observation, its 
clear that individuals have preferences for certain areas in the space.

Kwan: the ground and in particular sitting with his back against the small stump closest to the 
glass. but, this week he preferred the platform on top of the keeper area. For him it seems that 
sight lines are the most important. Especially being able to see Amare at all times. He typically 
moves only when his sight lines get obstructed or there is a disturbance worth checking out.

Kowali: Likes to pick a spot and sit/lay in it for long periods of time. Her preferred spot appears 
to be in the right hammock. She has also been observed laying on the ground under the large 
log and in the front left corner.

Medini: This week it was the back nest platform and the top of the tree. She has also been 
seen laying on the ground in the front right corner.

Bulera: Is almost always on a nest platform unless she is foraging for food.

Amare: He moves around quite a bit. He likes to be in the Hammock with Kowali, on the right 
platform above the windows, or in the tree. He will also go anywhere Kowali is to lay with her.
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A look at space over time

Ground (0 ft)
Outside

Platforms (13 ft)

Log (1 ft)

Large Log (5 ft)
Tree: low branches (6 ft)

Tree: Mid, Hammock (12 ft)

Tree: top, Front Nest (20 ft)

Back Nest (23 ft)

Stump (3 ft)

10:33 am 10:53  11:33 pm11:13

The above chart looks at distance from the ground of each individual over time. Time at which 
two individuals were on the same level is shown by a square with two colors. This does not 
mean they were occupying the same space except for in the case of Kowali and Amare who 
were in the hammock together from 11:05am to 11:30am.

The chart visually shows some very interesting patterns. 

• Bulera and Medini occupied the highest levels of the space for a majority of the time. Medini 
was consistently the highest member of the troop.

• Kwan and Amare moved between levels the most. But this movement only constituted 
roughly the first quarter of the observation time. This does not seem to be a coincidence as 
this was the time in which troop members were foraging for food and eating. 

• Once eating stopped, positions became much more stable with individuals not moving from 
their level/space for 45 minutes. The only exception was Amare who went to sit with Kowali 
in her hammock.

Amare 

Bulera

Kowali

Kwan

Medini

I thought I was going to struggle this week with content. My notes were so sparse because I 
spent all of my time concentrating only on the positions of the individuals and the activities 
they were doing. I felt like I was going to have much to say. Also, they didn’t move around 
much during this last observation. Clearly I don’t ever need to worry that I have nothing to say. 
Haha. I think its also because I am storing much more in my head than on the paper. Which 
I would imagine is typical. I’m not sure if maybe I took data points too often? I think they 
wouldn’t have been so close together if more was happening in terms of movement. 

V. Reflection
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